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SHIPPING CONTAINER RANGE FOR HIRE AND SALE

Easy opening doors

One-trip, used and specialist
Portable Space offers a wide range of new ‘one trip’
and used shipping containers for sale in 8ft, 10ft, 20ft, 30ft
and 40ft lengths and various configurations.
These are suitable for many different uses including on
construction sites, commercial organisations, academic
institutions and for household storage needs.

The standard container has a single set of double doors
on the end and new containers incorporate Easy
Opening Doors which can be operated by all users.
There is also a range of different container designs
including: high-cube, open-sided, tunnel and bunded.
Why not come along to our headquarters near
Stowmarket and see our stock at first hand?

One-trip high cube

One-trip open-sided

These are 9ft 6" high containers – a foot or 300mm higher
than a standard shipping container – and are available
for sale as one trip and used containers. This additional
height is useful for storing over-height items or when the
storage container needs volume rather than floor space.
They are ideal for secure storage of mini diggers.

The type of doors or openings to your storage container
depends on what you plan to store and how often you
need to access it. Our standard containers are 2.34 metres
wide and have one double set of doors 2.28 metres high
at one end for access. So for long items, we offer
containers with full-side access in 20ft and 40ft lengths.

For further information please contact Portable Space on 01449 782123 or email info@portablespace.co.uk

One-trip, used and specialist continued

One-trip tunnel

Bunded

Also known as double-end door containers or
‘tunneltainers’, these are excellent for giving access
to stored items from both ends. There is also the option
to weld in steel bulkheads to create two separate 10ft
compartments (popular with self-store companies to
save money). Tunnel units are also popular as temporary
bridges and for use as ticket entrances at large events.

A bunded container is ideal for storing hazardous liquids
as it has a secondary internal structure to protect the
environment from spills of chemicals or liquids. Various
types and sizes are available to meet all specifications,
with a range of accessories including standard and
Zone 1 lighting, ventilation, anti-condensation paint,
shelving, lining out and insulation.

Used containers

Flat Pack

Standard used containers offer the most cost-effective
storage and are available in 20ft and 40ft lengths or 40ft
in the high-cube design. As Portable Space buys the
containers directly from shipping lines, they are wind and
water tight and come in a choice of colours. They are
suitable for a wide range of users but not recommended
for delicate items or soft furnishings. A lockbox for
padlocks does not come as standard but can be fitted.
Used containers can also be cut to bespoke sizes
where required.

There’s also a range of Flat Pack storage containers for
locations where access is limited. This is a practical
alternative and light enough to be offloaded in sections
from a flat bed pick-up. A Flat Pack container is made up
from sections that are compact enough to fit through
small passageways. The range includes bunded Flat Pack
containers (Chemstore) which have a secondary internal
structure to protect the environment from spills of
chemicals or liquids stored inside.

Accessories

CONTAINER CHECKLIST

A selection of shipping container accessories is on offer,
including shelving, electrics, padlocks and Grafo-therm
anti-condensation coating. For more extensive
modifications, our in-house conversion team can provide
complete CAD and fabrication services.

Before choosing your container, check out:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

New or used option 4
Range of sizes 4
Robust containers, above average tare weight 4
Choice of floors 4
Easy-opening doors available 4

For further information please contact Portable Space on 01449 782123 or email info@portablespace.co.uk

